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1.1 Introduction

The ongoing development of the fifth-generation (5G) wireless technologies takes

place in a unique landscape of recent advancement in information processing,

marked by the emerging prevalence of cloud-based computing and smart mobile

devices. These two technologies complement each other by design, with cloud

servers providing the engine for computing and smart mobile devices naturally

serving as human interface and untethered sensory inputs. Together, they are

transforming a wide array of important applications such as telecommunication,

industrial production, education, e-commerce, mobile healthcare, and environ-

mental monitoring. We are entering a world where computation is ubiquitously

accessible on local devices, global servers, and processors everywhere in between.

Future wireless networks will provide communication infrastructure support to

this ubiquitous computing paradigm, but at the same time they can also utilize

the new-found computing power to drastically improve communication efficiency,

expand service variety, shorten service delay, and reduce operation expenses.

Previous generations of wireless networks are passive systems. Residing near

the edge of the Internet, they serve only as communication access pathways

for mobile devices to reach the Internet core and the public switched telephone

network (PSTN). Improvements to these wireless networks have focused on the

communication hardware and software, such as advanced electronics and signal

processing in the transmitters and receivers. Even for 5G, substantial research

effort has been devoted to densification techniques, such as small cells, device-to-

device (D2D), and massive multi-input multi-output (MIMO). Successes of this

communication-only wireless evolution reflect the classical view of an information

age centered at information consumption through the Internet.

Yet, in many emerging applications, communication and computation are no

longer separated, but interactive and unified. For example, in an augmented-

reality application, which might be displayed on smart eye-glasses, the user’s

mobile device continuously records its current view, computes its own location,

and streams the combined information to the cloud server, while the cloud server

performs pattern recognition and information retrieval and sends back to the mo-
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bile device contextual augmentation labels, to be seamlessly displayed overlaying

the actual scenery. As seen from this example, there is a high level of interactiv-

ity between the communicating and computing functions, and a low tolerance

for the total delay in information transmission and information processing. A

fitting analogue of this may be found in a biological system, where the computa-

tion by neurons and the communication among them are inseparable. Indeed, we

are moving toward an info-computation age characterized by tight coupling be-

tween communication and computation. With an explosion of available data and

the consequent need for enormous data-processing capabilities in the emerging

big data movement and the Internet-of-Things (IoT) environment, both com-

munication and computation are paramount to future wireless applications and

services.

Therefore, 5G and future wireless systems are expected to transition away

from the model of passive information conduits, into active providers and cre-

ators of info-computation resources in an integrated communication-computation

paradigm. To this end, one major characteristic of future-generation wireless

systems will be the seamless integration between hardware and software. For ex-

ample, the 5G Infrastructure Public Private Partnership (5G-PPP) has acknowl-

edged the central role of software and recognized several key software-driven com-

ponents for 5G standardization, including software-defined networking (SDN),

network functions virtualization (NFV), and mobile edge computing (MEC) [1].

Through these technologies, it is envisioned that network functions will be pro-

vided over multiple points of presence, especially near the edge of the Internet,

in order to achieve 5G targets on performance, scalability, and agility.

In this chapter, we focus on MEC in 5G and beyond systems. Here, the term

mobile edge refers to the radio access network (RAN) side of the Internet. It sig-

nifies the position of mobile devices with respect to the core computing servers

residing in cloud centers. This is in contrast to the network-centric view where

all equipment attached to the Internet, including mobile devices and cloud com-

puting servers, are considered as the edge. We will first describe the MEC func-

tionalities and architecture, then present some example use cases, and finally

discuss relevant research challenges.

1.2 Mobile edge computing

The concept of MEC is built on recent advances in mobile cloud computing

(MCC). In MCC, cloud computing servers produce shared pools of always-on

computing resources (e.g., processors, software, storage), while mobile devices

consume these external resources through RANs and the Internet. Cloud comput-

ing resources can be rapidly provisioned without the usually prohibitive capital

and management costs incurred by users of traditional, self-managed computing

servers. MCC aims to make computation a ubiquitously accessible utility, similar

to but more agile than physical utilities such as electricity and water.
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Figure 1.1 Illustration of the MEC system.

The computing resources in MCC may be centralized or distributed. In the

conventional centralized form of MCC, computing resources are provided to mo-

bile users from large remote cloud centers such as the Amazon Elastic Compute

Cloud and Microsoft Azure. These cloud centers provide virtually unlimited com-

putation capacity to augment the processors in mobile devices. However, the

communication between mobile users and remote cloud centers is often over a

long distance, adding to the latency in cloud computation. Therefore, alternate

forms of MCC have been proposed, where computing resources may be accessed

in a distributed manner, from smaller local servers such as computing-augmented

base stations and WiFi access points, or from nearby mobile devices with ex-

cess computing capacity. The latter two scenarios of MCC are sometimes named

micro cloud centers [22], cloudlets [35], or fog computing [4]. They supplement

centralized cloud centers by offering lower access delay and more local awareness.

MEC, as defined by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute

(ETSI) [17], refers to a distributed MCC system where computing resources

are installed within the RANs, close to the mobile-device end of the Internet.

An illustration of the MEC system is given in Figure 1.1, where the mobile

edge hosts are computing equipment installed at or near base stations. Unlike

centralized cloud servers or peer-to-peer mobile devices, MEC is managed locally

by the network operator. The generic computing resources within the mobile edge

hosts are virtualized and are exposed via application program interfaces (APIs),

so that they are accessible by both user and operator applications.

The mobile edge hosts provide local virtual machines (VMs) to serve the com-

putation needs of mobile devices, often with much lower latency than remote

cloud centers. They also serve some functions of the traditional mobile core, such

as user content caching and traffic monitoring, as well as new functions such as

local information aggregation and user location services. Thus, the MEC system

may be viewed as a natural outcome of the evolution of mobile base stations from
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Figure 1.2 Simplified ETSI MEC reference architecture.

passively serving purely communication functions to becoming an integral part

of the new communication-computation paradigm. It is both a midway stop for

mobile access to information and computation in the Internet, and a cross-layer

bridge that promotes more efficient integration between mobile devices and the

mobile core, facilitating the operations of both.

1.3 Reference architecture

A simplified illustration of the MEC reference architecture proposed by ETSI is

given in Figure 1.2. The MEC system resides between the user equipment (UE)

and mobile core networks. It consists of management and functional blocks at

the mobile edge host level and the mobile edge system level.

At the mobile edge host level, mobile edge applications run VMs supported by

the virtualization infrastructure within the mobile edge host. They provide ser-

vices such as computational job execution, radio network information, bandwidth

management, and UE location information. The mobile edge platform hosts mo-

bile edge services. It interacts with mobile edge applications, so that they can

advertise, discover, offer, and consume mobile edge services. The mobile edge

platform manager provides element management functions to the mobile edge

platform and administers application essentials such as life cycle, service re-

quirements, operational rules, domain name system (DNS) configuration, and

security.

At the mobile edge system level, the mobile edge orchestrator serves the cen-
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tral role of coordinating among the UEs, the mobile edge hosts, and the network

operator. It records accounting and topological information about the deployed

mobile edge hosts, available resources, and available mobile edge services. It in-

terfaces with the virtualization infrastructure and maintains authentication and

validation of application packages before their on-boarding. It is also in charge

of triggering application instantiation, termination, and relocation, based on its

choice of appropriate mobile edge hosts to satisfy the application’s requirements

and constraints. The MEC-capable UE applications run within the UE and in-

teract with the mobile edge system to request the on-boarding, instantiation,

termination, and relocation of mobile edge applications. An important service

provided by the mobile edge orchestrator to an MEC-capable UE application is

the timely migration of mobile edge applications between mobile edge hosts, to

support UE handoff between different network attachment points.

1.4 Benefits and application scenarios

Because of its proximity to the mobile devices, the MEC system offers low-

latency and high-bandwidth mobile access to both information and computation

resources. At the same time, by locally absorbing some communication traffic

and computation functions of the mobile core, it reduces the resource demand

on the mobile backhaul. Furthermore, because of its unique location within the

RAN, it is also capable of monitoring and reporting the local network condition

to the mobile core, which promotes awareness of the communication environment

at the edge for improved operational efficiency.

Developing the MEC system will benefit a wide range of concerned parties

in various application scenarios. MEC directly serves the end users by placing

information and computation resources in close proximity to them. To network

operators, MEC also serves important roles in improving wireless system perfor-

mance and reducing the cost of operation. To hardware and software developers,

the availability of mobile edge platforms and virtualization infrastructure pro-

motes the creation of new applications and consumer products. The following

are some example use cases suggested by ETSI for the users and operators of

MEC [16].

1.4.1 User-oriented use cases

Application computation offloading. Computationally intensive jobs can be pro-

cessed by the mobile edge host instead of mobile devices. Examples of such jobs

include high-speed browser, 3D rendering, video analysis, sensor data processing,

and language translation. They tend to require many CPU cycles and are major

sources of drainage on the mobile on-board battery. With the option to cheaply

offload heavy computation to nearby mobile edge hosts for accelerated process-

ing, the mobile device’s computational capability and energy consumption will
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no longer be the bottleneck in delivering rich applications. This is particularly

appealing in the IoT environment, where the mobile devices are likely to con-

sist mostly of small sensors and other equipment with minuscule processors and

limited energy supply.

Gaming, virtual reality, and augmented reality. These applications all require

low latency. On one hand, the user could implement the rendering pipeline on

the mobile device itself, but the heavy computation requirements of jobs such

as physical simulation and artificial intelligence might overwhelm the limited

processing capability of the mobile device. On the other hand, offloading these

jobs to a remote cloud server might incur too much latency. Instead, with MEC,

part of the computational load can be offloaded to some mobile edge application

running on a mobile edge host. Thus, MEC provides an appropriate balance

between computation power and proximity.

Edge video orchestration. In a local event with a densely populated audience,

such as sports game or concert, a huge number of mobile devices simultaneously

access videos of the same event. The videos often are rich in content and include

multiple streams, since they may include both real-time and on-demand versions

from multiple camera angles. However, they are all locally generated. Instead of

sending these videos back and forth through the mobile core and the Internet to

and from a video content server, they can be processed and delivered out of the

mobile edge hosts. In addition to relieving the traffic demand on the backhaul,

edge video orchestration also provides a more convenient framework to control

the service quality, for example, through better matching between the hardware

capability of mobile devices and scalable video coding.

Vehicle-to-infrastructure communication. Vehicle-to-infrastructure communi-

cation services, such those between cars and roadside units, are important to the

safety and efficiency of the transportation system. MEC can enable the applica-

tion of 5G wireless to serve such communication functionalities, which more read-

ily provides global coverage than dedicated short-range communications (DSRC).

Applications that provide these functionalities can be loaded in the mobile edge

hosts, which are installed inside the RANs along the roadway. Due to their prox-

imity to vehicles and roadside equipment, hazard warning and other latency-

sensitive messages can reach targeted vehicles within their extremely stringent

time scale requirements.

1.4.2 Operator-oriented use cases

Local content caching at the mobile edge. The prevalence of widely shared large

files in social media, such as high-definition videos, stresses the backhaul network

capacity. However, these viral contents tend to be consumed by many users

within the same geographical area and the same time period. Therefore, they

can be cached locally at the mobile edge hosts to drastically reduce the traffic

demands on the backhaul. Furthermore, with a mobile edge application that

proactively moves the cached content between mobile edge hosts in anticipation
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of the user movement, the service quality can be improved. Similar benefits

extend also to broadcast videos, such as mobile TV, where the same video stream

is viewed by many mobile users near a mobile edge host.

Data aggregation and analytics. Many services provided by the operator or

third-party vendors, such as security monitoring and massive sensor information

processing, depend on the large amount of data collected from the sensors and

mobile devices. Often it is inefficient to send all collected raw data from each

sensor and mobile device to backend servers. In particular, the massive influx of

IoT devices may overwhelm the core network. Instead, a distributed mobile edge

application running on multiple mobile edge hosts can process the data first to

extract the meta data of interest, before forwarding the meta data to backend

servers.

Mobile media streaming with bandwidth feedback. Hypertext transfer proto-

col (HTTP) over transmission control protocol (TCP) is ubiquitous in media

streaming. Yet, TCP is highly inefficient when applied over conventional wireless

networks. TCP is designed to view packet loss as a signal for network conges-

tion, but in wireless networks, packet loss is commonplace and often is due to

drastic fluctuation in the radio channel condition. Thus, streaming performance

can suffer because of the miscalculation of the available bandwidth by TCP’s

congestion control algorithm. With MEC, a radio analytics application running

at the mobile edge host can monitor the available wireless bandwidth and for-

ward it to an MEC-capable backend video server. Such information will then be

used by TCP at the video server to properly adjust its sending rate.

Mobile backhaul optimization. Conventional wireless networks lack coordina-

tion between the RANs and the backhaul, which prevents effective utilization

of the backhaul capacity shared by multiple RANs. With MEC, the traffic and

performance at the RAN level can be monitored and processed by mobile edge

applications. Such localized real-time information, along with other pertinent

information such as RAN scheduling and user application profiles, can then be

made available to the backhaul network. Thus, the backhaul can be optimized

through techniques such as application traffic shaping, traffic routing, and ca-

pacity provisioning.

Location-based services. MEC provides more effective location-based services

in two ways. First, it allows user location tracking using advanced analytical

techniques beyond the received signal strength. Second, mobile edge applica-

tions can provide more appropriate location-based service recommendations. A

mobile edge application can take into account its knowledge of the context of

the user location, such as shopping mall or museum, as well as the user behavior

pattern, to give recommendations. It may also utilize advanced machine-learning

techniques and interface with big data analysis at backend servers to further im-

prove the accuracy and usefulness of its recommendations.
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1.5 Research challenges

MEC is a complex system that creates a new framework to support tight inte-

gration between wireless networking and cloud computing. On the networking

side, it addresses all layers of the network protocol stack. On the cloud com-

puting side, it involves all three cloud service modes: Infrastructure as a Service

(IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS). Because

of the communication and computation synergistic nature of MEC, there are

wide ranging challenges in its research and development.

1.5.1 Computation offloading

Offloading computation-intensive and resource-hungry applications to resource-

rich servers can augment the capabilities of mobile devices. The reduction in

energy consumption by mobile devices through computation offloading has been

demonstrated in experimental tests and analytical studies [26]. However, energy

is only one of many important factors in mobile resource optimization [13][11].

In MEC, there are multiple mobile devices sharing the same mobile edge host,

so its limited capacity in communication and computation is a major concern.

The usage cost of the backend cloud servers and the MEC system should also be

considered.

For each job, a decision needs to be made on whether to execute it locally

on the mobile device, send it to the mobile edge host, or further forward it to

remote cloud servers. Even assuming the processing times and costs of each job at

different locations are known in advanced, this leads to an integer programming

problem that often is extremely difficult to solve [15]. Moreover, the processing

times and costs are likely unknown before a job has been executed, due to the

lack of exact information about the job’s required number of operations, as well

as the randomness in each processor’s available computing cycles [38][6]. New

analytical tools are needed to handle such uncertainty toward designing MEC

systems with both average and worst-case performance guarantees.

Yet another challenge is in the placement constraints imposed on each job.

With the co-existence of multiple mobile operating systems and vast heterogene-

ity in hardware and software requirements, not all mobile edge hosts are usable

to execute every job. The patchwork of such placement constraints and user

utility preferences will substantially complicate the optimization of computation

offloading [37].

1.5.2 Communication access to computation resources

The benefit of computation offloading cannot be enjoyed without efficient ac-

cess to the mobile edge hosts and the remote cloud servers. In conventional grid

computing and cloud computing over wired links, a common assumption is that

the communication pathway between the user and the cloud center is unimpeded
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[38], so that much research effort has been focused instead on ensuring wired con-

nectivity between grid computers or cloud nodes. However, a main vulnerability

of mobile cloud computing is the instability of the wireless access links between

mobile devices and cloud computing resources [27]. The access links may be in-

terrupted without notice, leading to random service outages. Therefore, the joint

allocation of communication resources and computation resources is paramount

to the successful deployment of MEC.

There are three important communication concerns in MEC: wireless access

while offloading to the mobile edge host; backhaul access while offloading to

a remote cloud server; and the communication among mobile devices, mobile

edge hosts, and remote cloud servers when they collaboratively execute mul-

tiple jobs. Both the wireless and backhaul access links have limited capacity

and must be properly shared among multiple mobile devices, in similar ways as

the computing resources of the mobile edge host are shared [52][10]. Therefore,

a joint communication-computation resource sharing framework is required in

MEC. Furthermore, such resource sharing decisions are strongly influenced by

the requirement of data exchange between jobs that are executed at different lo-

cations. This data requirement induces a dependency relation among jobs, where

the execution of one job must wait for the completion of some other jobs and

their output data. Thus, the jobs are equivalent to vertices in a directed graph,

with edges representing dependency and their weights modeling data communi-

cation costs, such as the number of bits, the price per bit, or transmission delay

[44][42]. Hence, joint communication-computation resource sharing in MEC en-

genders a complicated graph partitioning problem on a directed graph where the

edge weights also need to be suitably optimized.

The design of computation offloading may be further challenged by the need

to satisfy job execution deadlines, e.g., when the common application supported

by these jobs is delay sensitive. The problem of minimizing the makespan of

executing multiple jobs in parallel, even in the simple case where there is no

communication requirement among the jobs, is NP-hard [5]. Therefore, the gen-

eral case of scheduling jobs with dependency and execution deadlines is among

the hardest problems in MEC.

1.5.3 Multi-resource scheduling

The fairness and efficiency of resource allocation are fundamental problems in

distributed computing systems. MEC requires the allocation of multiple commu-

nication and computation resources. Within each mobile edge host, the commu-

nication bandwidth, processor cycles, memory bandwidth, and on-board storage

are shared among multiple users and applications. Scheduling jobs that require

multiple resources is a challenging problem due to the combinatorial nature in

allocating the blocks of different resources. Known results from the classical flow-

shop problem suggest optimal scheduling is often intractable when three or more

resources are considered [33].
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The multi-resource fairness problem has been studied in the field of operations

research [50], and seminal works in the networking and computing context have

appeared in [20]. Most existing works focus on either a single machine or an

isolated group of servers. In contrast, MEC incurs a unique scheduling envir-

onment across multiple access networks, mobile edge hosts, and remote servers.

New multi-resource scheduling designs for MEC must account for this complex-

ity. Furthermore, multi-resource scheduling necessarily leads to the tradeoff be-

tween fairness among jobs and system efficiency [25][46], which does not exist

in traditional single-resource scheduling with work conservation. This is further

exacerbated by the heterogeneous computation and communication capabilities

of local and remote equipment [18][48]. It is particularly challenging to distribute

jobs across multiple heterogeneous mobile edge hosts, since these hosts are shared

by other users and applications with uncertain workload, and the access quality

to these hosts are also random due to wireless channel fluctuation, spectrum

sharing, and user mobility.

1.5.4 Mobility management

One main character of MEC is device mobility. When a mobile user is handed off

from one base station to another, the association with all of its active applications

running on the mobile edge hosts and the remote servers must remain intact.

Furthermore, when the user moves too far away from its serving mobile edge host,

the VMs created on that host for this user must migrate to a more suitable new

host. Thus, mobility management in MEC involves both communication handoff

and computation handoff. VM migration is costly in general [12], and in the case

of MEC, it is further complicated by the heterogeneity in device software, mobile

edge host capabilities, and the stringent delay constraints of some applications.

From the operator’s point of view, device mobility brings substantial challenges

to a wide range of functionalities such as content caching, data analytics, and

backhaul optimization.

For optimal system design, it will be necessary to accurately model the im-

pact of mobile handoff. Furthermore, because of the high cost of handoff in

MEC, it may be prudent to reduce the handoff frequency of a mobile device as

it moves through the system. This can be achieved by disregarding opportuni-

ties for stronger connection with nearer base stations while the device’s weaker

connection with its present base station remains useful [40][3], and by delaying

the migration of VMs even when the device connects with a new base station

[43]. The former will be facilitated by the high density of base stations in 5G and

beyond systems, with a tradeoff between handoff frequency and data rate. The

latter will be supported by virtual network connections, with a tradeoff between

handoff frequency and application latency. Thus, a main challenge in MEC is in

optimally balancing these tradeoffs in a vastly complex system with many mobile

devices and complicated connections among the mobile edge hosts.
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1.5.5 Resource allocation and pricing

MEC offers unprecedented opportunities for innovative applications and services.

These applications and services have diverse resource requirement profiles. Some

have real-time demands with strict timeliness requirements, while others can tol-

erate some delay, and yet others may benefit from reserving resources for future

use. Any resource allocation scheme will need to balance these diverse needs

of different applications [9]. In particular, separate pools of resources may need

to be reserved for steady long-term usage contracts and for the unpredictable

arrival of urgent demands [51][45]. Moreover, the mobile edge hosts serve both

user application jobs and MEC service jobs, and the allocation of communication

and computation resources between these two types of jobs reflect the relative

importance that the operator places on them. This adds another dimension of

difficulty to the resource allocation problem.

Resource allocation is also tightly coupled with resource pricing. The mobile

operator may charge the users a price for offloading user applications to mobile

edge hosts. This may follow the pricing schemes used by current cloud computing

service providers, e.g., charging higher for on-demand VMs and giving discounts

for VMs that are reserved ahead of time. However, joint optimization of resource

pricing and resource allocation remains an open problem in general cloud com-

puting systems. Furthermore, since the offloaded user application in MEC may

be further forwarded to remote cloud servers, which can be paid for directly by

the users themselves or brokered by the mobile operator [39][47], the problem is

substantially more complicated in MEC.

1.5.6 Network functions virtualization

As a core enabling technology, NFV is employed by the mobile edge hosts to

create a wide variety of network appliances, such as routers, packet gateways,

and Internet protocol (IP) multimedia subsystems, using generic hardware. By

separating software from hardware, it allows dynamic provisioning of services and

flexible deployment of network functions. However, the performance of current

NFV implementations often falls well below that of dedicated hardware network

equipment [24]. This is a particularly acute issue for small cells, where the base

stations and their associated mobile edge hosts need to have a light footprint

for flexible installation. Therefore, one difficult challenge in MEC is to improve

the performance of virtualized services inside moderately endowed mobile edge

hosts [29].

Furthermore, because of the performance limitation of NFV, it is essential to

make judicious decisions on whether to keep certain network functions within the

mobile core, or to virtualize them and move them to the mobile edge hosts. This

decision should balance the tradeoff between hardware-equipment performance

and NFV service flexibility [31]. An additional dimension to this issue is service

latency, as the proximity of services to mobile devices is of paramount impor-
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tance to the overall characteristic of MEC. Finally, since the mobile edge hosts

are shared by user applications and NFV appliances, the dynamics of user com-

munication traffic and computation offloading demand also have a high impact

on the NFV decisions.

1.5.7 Security and privacy

MEC is a complex amalgamation of diverse technologies, including wireless net-

working, distributed computing, and the virtualization of networking equipment

and computing servers. This opens up multiple fronts for malicious attacks, and

a wide range of security measures are needed to thwart them [36][41]. In partic-

ular, due to the user-friendly location and limited size of mobile edge hosts, they

cannot enjoy the physical protection afforded to large data centers. Furthermore,

even if each component technology is individually secured, because of the com-

plicated interactions and dependencies among them, there is no guarantee that

the entire MEC system is secure.

Meanwhile, the MEC objective of ubiquitous and low-latency availability of

information and computation resources, and the consequent requirement for high

density and diversity of connections everywhere, make it difficult to set up a

global secure perimeter. Vulnerabilities in a single mobile edge host can provide

the means to launch an attack vector to the whole system. Furthermore, the

existence of many VMs, spread across multiple mobile edge hosts, increases the

chances of multiple compromised VMs coordinating in large-scale attacks such as

distributed denial of service (DDoS). These security risks do not exist in previous

generations of wireless networks, so there are scarce studies in the literature on

countering measures.

Furthermore, the ever present conflict between system security and service

agility is amplified in MEC. On one hand, MEC aims for efficient and respon-

sive services, so that the resource overheads on security, such as authentica-

tion, access control, and intrusion detection, should be minimal. On the other

hand, the unique MEC architecture, with its amalgamation of numerous hetero-

geneous components, requires strong security protection through complex multi-

dimensional strategies. Adding to this challenge, the software nature of NFV-

based implementation of security protocols can present a severe performance

bottleneck in MEC [32]. We require efficient security strategies that match the

unique characteristics of MEC, e.g., distributed authentication services imple-

mented in mobile edge hosts [49].

Privacy is an important component of the overall system security. In MEC,

with increased hardware and software connections between a mobile device and

the network operator, there is higher risk for information leakage. MEC appli-

cations such as computation offloading, content caching, and augmented reality

bring the frontline of privacy out of the relatively safe core mobile network. At the

same time, they require a large amount of user data and user interaction, which

adds to the difficulty in privacy protection. Whether it is information gathering
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by the operator or privacy breaches by malicious attackers, in MEC there are

more opportunities for security mis-steps. Networking and computing security

functionalities should be installed in mobile edge hosts to balance the needs in

both privacy protection and service performance, e.g., establishing trusted local

proxies for anonymous access to information and computation [21], and replacing

deep packet inspection with locally-aware machine-learning techniques for traffic

classification and anomaly detection [30].

1.5.8 Integration with emerging technologies

MEC joins other advanced technologies in the 5G ecosystem, such as D2D

communication [14] and cloud RAN (C-RAN) [8]. It is also expected to co-

exist with other emerging information and computation technologies such as

information-centric networking (ICN) [2], intelligent vehicular systems [19], and

hybrid private-public cloud computing [23]. The successful deployment of MEC

will depend on its integration with these new technologies.

Although the traffic of D2D communication does not go through base sta-

tions, the mobile edge hosts can serve important coordination functions. With

their unique ability for monitoring and processing near the D2D nodes, and

their inter-connectedness through the backhaul, the mobile edge hosts are well

positioned to assist traffic scheduling and interference management in D2D com-

munication. The main concern here is scalability as the D2D communication

group increases in size, particularly in the IoT environment. The integration be-

tween MEC and C-RAN is also challenging, since C-RAN promotes light-weight

remote radio heads. The mobile edge hosts may reside at the remote radio heads

or the baseband units of C-RAN. In either case, the corresponding MEC platform

and virtualization designs will need to account for the unique characteristics of

C-RAN.

The mobile edge hosts provide ICN with convenient hardware and software

resources, allowing content caching directly within the RANs. However, the cur-

rent MEC framework is described under the assumption of a traditional TCP/IP

network. It needs to evolve as the role of ICN becomes more prominent in the

future Internet [34]. For intelligent vehicular systems, the ETSI MEC example

use case given earlier covers only vehicle-to-infrastructure communication, while

in vehicle-to-vehicle communication based on either D2D links or DSRC, the

mobile edge hosts will serve only coordination functionalities. Proper operation

of the vehicular system requires seamless integration of these two communication

modes [28]. Finally, in hybrid cloud computing, an enterprise maintains local pri-

vate cloud centers at the same time that it employs remote public cloud services

[7]. Application scheduling and resource allocation in MEC will depending on

whether the mobile edge hosts or the VMs residing within them have access to

the private cloud.
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1.6 Conclusion

MEC is a natural outcome of the emerging convergence between communication

and computation. It requires multi-dimensional study into the complex amal-

gamation of diverse subjects in communication system, distributed computing,

software engineering, and system optimization. Its standardization alongside 5G

and future wireless technologies is poised to bring drastic changes on how wireless

systems are designed, operated, and utilized. In this early stage of MEC devel-

opment, there remain many challenging open problems and ample opportunities

for future innovation.
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